TS0820 – Timber Square
For 8” Timbers
�

Fast and accurate layout and sizing of mortises and tenons using a single tool

�

Fast and accurate layout of most other forms of joinery
(housings, etc.) encountered in typical post and beam
construction

�

Optimized for full dimension and nominal dimension timbers

�

Optimized for center-line and edge based layout

�

Includes peg layouts

�

Speeds up production

�

Eliminates errors

�

Ensures accurate, snug joints that fit the first time!
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Accurate tactile
positioning of tenons
with edge based layout
systems on full sized
and nominally sized
timbers

Peg layout guide ensures
accurate positioning of pegs
at recommended locations based on
tenon width

Mortise ruler
ensures accurate
mortise layout
and allows mortise
cuts to be made
inside layout lines

Marked to ensure
accurate positioning
of mortises and
tenons with center
line layout systems

Index marks CNC machined
and lettering laser etched
on both sides for accuracy,
convenience and durability

Marked for common mortise lengths/tenon widths
Center-based ruler eliminates
common arithmetic errors
Marked for common tenon lengths

Tenon sizing opening
checks tenon thickness
and width and ensures
accurate mortise fit

Built-in
square

CNC machined from
4mm aluminum alloy
anodized for durability
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Tenon ruler ensures
accurate tenon layout
and allows tenon cuts
to be made outside
layout lines

Accurate tactile positioning
of mortises with edge based
layout systems on full sized
and nominally sized timbers

Mortise sizing leg checks mortise depth
and width and ensures accurate tenon fit
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Useful Dimensions
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Using the unique relationship between timber
size and joinery dimensions the TS0820 provides
accurate layout possibilities for most types of joinery
encountered in typical post and beam construction
without ever having to use a tape or framing square.

